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FROM THE EDITOR 
the NIECER moves into second year 

of publicationwe havebeengratifiedby positive 
.responseit has engendered. Theaimcontinues to 

be the same, to provide the dissemination of 
information about educational research conducted by 

in NIE. 

Of the two major projects reported on in last issue 
one has NIECER has 
of developingacode of in NIEand recommended 
to directoratethe adoptionof thiscode. Theproject 
on developing a database of educational research is 
proceeding smoothly NIECER has also established a 
publicationscommittee to ensure better dissemination 
of research; contacts have been made with 
publisherswitha view to monographs. 

This issue is being published to coincide with 
of the7th InternationalConference 

major conference provide a major stimulus to 
efforts to promote creative and critical, thinking in the 
schoolsand lead to many research inthisarea. 
NIECER itself plans a number of activities which will be 
reported upon fully in future issues. Singapore is also 
systematicallyenlargingthe use of IT in the schoolsand 
the articlereviewssome of the issues. 

We introduce a new feature in 
issue, a list of titles of 
dissertations completed in 1996. 
We hope it will provide read 
with a better understanding 
therangeofresearchcomplete 
by postgraduatestudents. 
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The 
S School of Science 

TheMinistryof Education recentlyannounced 
the plan to spend billion, over thenext 6 
to make with computers a way of life in 

the classroom This amount be spent to implement 
technology and to train teachers. A 
million beannually t to maintain 

equipment at the state of the art level and for the 
continuing 
 of teachers.Theaimsbeing to ensure 
that by the year all have a pupil-
computer ration of a teacher-computer 
ratio of and access for pupilsand 
individual accounts for teachers;and IT used 
in of all curriculum time each subject 
1997).This is bound the information 

(IT) culture of schools. 

The government initiative will ensure that IT is 
increasingly used in school administration and 
management, and in theteachingand learning 
Fromaneducational pointof view, the decisiononusing 
IT in an instructional setting should depend on the 
functionswhichit can serve improvestudent 
in their area of need. The success of IT in schools will 
depend on whether it is used to providean 
cultureof newand betterwaysof teaching.If merely 
used to continue teaching in the same way, by 
incorporatingit for the sake of using then theimpact 
is bound beminimal. hasbeen used fortheobvious, 
but thenot so obviouslikeinnovativeuse is lackingand 
needs to be encouraged, solving and 

tasks aretwo possiblemodes of creatively 
the use of IT and incorporatingit withinthe 

Singapore curriculum. Student learning should be 
and of paramount importanceincomparisonto 

the technologies. isaIackof researchontheeffects 
of computers and other information technologies on 
learning to help the schools to an IT 
culture.Collaborativeresearch researchersand 
educators is required on a large scale. Models of 
implementation need to be studied and researched to 
develop and of use by teachers and 

Current culture 

Schoolsneed to have a policy on the use of IT.Policy 
developmentforIT at the and in must be a 
long term planand should be evolving as 
the system and school pursues initial 

within the policy. Agood and visionary policy is never 
achievableasitshould providefor continuing 

incontinualchangeand upgradingof policy 
aims.Schools expose students IT, mainly computers, 
in the hope of them comfortablewith its use. In 
most curriculum subjects, the chalkboard method is 
however employed.Mostschoolsandjuniorcolleges 
are just beginning to incorporate IT within the various 
subjects.School administrators have to decide whether 
studentsshould about IT, with and through or 
a combination .Ways in schools have attempted 
implementing a policyon in thecurriculum include: 

. . 

1 organising a computer room for student use 
certain specificareas projectwork; 


2 organising IT awareness or appreciationcourses as 
part of the 

3 offeringcomputer science as a subject; 

4 using computers and related peripherals in 
laboratorywork; and 

5 using computersfor administrative work. 

The method used is governed by issues such as 
equipment teacher competency and the 
general of staff members on the and 
role of IT in theteachingand learning process (Dhillon, 
1996). 


in culture 

Todevelopan schoolsneed to decidetheextent 
to which they are meeting the learning 
needsof studentsfar thefuture.ITneeds be integrated 
into the structure of the classroom activities in a 

and informed way Loch, 
1993). Classrooms have to be to 
ready and easy access to the information technologies 
as and when students need them for their learning. 
Teachers will readily and happily use IT if there is 
adequate supply and if barriers to their usage are 
removed or eased. Schools need to work towards a 
classroomculture of the future formal education 
will be a complementof traditionalclass exposure 
and individual access by thestudents 
1996) through a terminal not necessarily located in the 

I 
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school. way the beprovidednotjust 
at fixed hoursbut will be available students as 
when they wish pursueit. Somekey aspects requiring 
change to enable the developmentof an are 
briefly cited below. 

Access: To change the classroom culture individual 
access to computers, with teacher access to 
supervise, guide and direct students interactively 
through the system is required. The teacher could 
complement interactions not enabled by system 
throughdirect access tothestudentas well.IT 
a new modeof pupilcontactinthe and 

process. Modifying the old mode by merely 
incorporating in tiny ad doses 
 not create a 
culture of IT 

Policyand literacy: Schoolsneed to seriously developa 
dynamic policy on the role and use of the school. 
Students be introduced computers and other 
information and provided with basic IT 
literacy.Since IT literacy manythingsto different 
people each school have to 
that which think is of importinserving thepresent 
and needs of their students. 

Innovative use: Apart using subject 
software, need to further the innovative 
useof general purposespreadsheets,database 
and word processing packages. These should be used 

all subjects thereby students a 
range of experiences in innovative applications of the 

used software.Only through incorporation 
within everysubjector arangeofsubjects the 
of be developed and enhanced. 

databases: IT supplies access databases in 
a variety of subjects.Currently a major hindrance to 

finding Schools together with 
Ministry of Educationand parents, need to identify 

and explore the use of on-line databases to support 
learning and also develop databases of a 

context. 

Multimedia: that own encyclopaediasets often 
find it a problem tokeep updated. which 
provide informationon compact disks and enable the 

students to read the information .provide a rich 
alternative. These can easily be incorporated with 
hypermedia or multiiedia systems to provide richer 
and meaningful experiences. 

home use: Schools can tap the 
resources available in the home. Teachers need to 
consider computers as a home learning and 
should involve the parents in helping to meet the 
learning needs of the children. Schools in collaboration 
with parents can develop local networks to pool the 
expertise of community for the benefitand 
of the children.Such a culture would also foster 
relationsof parties involved in the education of 
children. 


Internet and The internet can serve the purpose 
of connecting and bringing learning from the 
international stage to school and home and vice-
versa. providesalternativecommunicationaccess 
between students and teachers and between 
schools on a national and scale.A culture 
of increased use ofelectronic meansof communication 

the use of ITcommon place. 
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A-Level Examination 
What Can Out 

Soh Kay Cheng 

The A-Level is a benchmark in 
oureducational servesas a gate-keeping 
device forentry to the universities.The reputation 

of colleges hinges muchon thestudents' 
performancein this examination. Parents and students 
also have muchemotional investment in it. Principals, 
teachers, parents, and students are concerned 
about theresults for their own reasons. 

The 1996 results appearing in (30 

November 1996) show several indicators of academic 
achievement of the 14 junior colleges, including: (1) 
percentage of candidates obtaining A or B in majors, 

(2) General Paper passes, GP; (3) average of 
aggregate for 3 majors and 2 minors, which is 
normally used fox university admission, percent of 
candidates passing3 or more subjects, (5)average 
grade for major passes, Subj; ( 4 )candidatesize, 
(7) percent of obese students, Obese; (8) 0-Level 
aggregateatadmission, and (9) physicalfitness 
index, Ranks of the junior were also 
for examinationresultsand physical fitness. Calculation 
using the published data yielded coefficients of 
correlation {Table 1) that enable an insight into their 
probable mutual influences and,in cases, cause-
effect relations. 

Table 1.Coefficient of Correlation 
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shows, of all, A-Level achievement 
indicators are highly correlated.This is not 
since students good in one academic subject tend be 
good in other subjects of a similar as the 
universitystudentsrepresentthetopechelonof a cohort. 

What is more interestingis the highcorrelationbetween 
0-Level achievement with A-Level achievement, 
indicating a considerableoverlap between them. Given 
that 0-Level aggregate at admission is a cause and 
Level performance an effect, it appears that A-Level 
performance is largely 'determined' by the 0-Level 
aggregate students obtained two years earlier, In other 
wards, if the junior colleges are ranked on average 
of aggregatesof thenewentrants,the rankswill 
be very much the same as those based on A-Level 
performance two years later. 

Another interesting observation is that candidate size 
has a positive moderate correlation with A-Level 
performance.Thissuggeststhatjuniorcollegessending 
more candidates tend do better in the examination. 

Yet another interesting observation is that obesity is 
negatively(though moderately) withA-Level 
performance, suggesting that physically healthier 
studentstend to do better in the examination. 

Using the forphysical fitnessand academic 
standingfor the years,coefficientsof correlation are 
o as showninTable2.Interestingly,and perhaps 

ranks for physical fitness for the two years 
are highly correlated and those for academic standing 
for the years are also highly correlated, but the 
correlations between physical fitness and academic 
standingare not, inboth years. 

Table Coefficientsof Correlation 

fitnessranksfor 1995; ranks for 
1996; ranks for 1995; ranks for 1996. 
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By way of analysis of publicly available two independentdimensionsamong 
resultsshowsA-Level junior colleges. 
can be predicted by performance atadmission, 
and to by sizeandphysicalfitness. These are facts. However, what we can 
Moreover, academic standing and physical fitness interpret them is another 
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data collected. Both schooIs 
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books, self-appraisal minutes 
committees, f m m i d  statemts, 

staff 
SES interviews 

with the principal, 
the Parent 

Support Group (PSG), parents, 
events 

teams, example 
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parent support seminar, 

questionnaire the 
educationists tracked total fifteen students 

them to their 
interviewing at the 
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quantitative data, qualitative 
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Intercultural Against the 
Dr Leslie 

School of Education, NIE 

T his 
 involves 
 analysis of eight 

secondary schools have been identified as 
"achieving schools". schools from four 

countrieshave involved in study, 

being identifycommonmechanismsof success 

and to 
 good educational practice. The 

involved are Hang Singapore,People's 

has been studied by a research 
 an 

educationalist, a person from businessworld and a 
person involved in a professional field of 
education. 

secondary were chosen for Singapore 
of by of Education in 

onthebasisof value-added 
 in 

the For purpose of the 

'achieving against odds'isdefined of 
each school's success in achievinghigher in 
secondary 
 leaving examinations thanexpected 


of So defined, the selected 
have achieved odds 

over last four years, having higher 

and'0' 
 were on the 


basis of their PSLE 

Eachschoolwasstudied overa periodof seven 
in May 1996, by a researchteamcomprising 

individuals 
 considerable experience and status 
their fields. One comprised 
of a major marine supply company 
operatingin 
 themanaging directorofoneof 


island's bus companies, and a senior 
National of Education(ME). 


business 
 alsohold other professional 
one being Chairman of  Institute of 

and the other Chairman of 
SportsCouncil-The comprised 
ofa electronics corporationoperating m 

Singapore, a partner in a of 

in 
 and 
 Dean of School of 

Additionally were able 
draw on and assistance of Ministry of 
Education's Research and Division. Thus, as 
envisaged in project's overall researchdesign, 

drewon extensive knowledgeand experienceof 
business and professional as well as 

of 
 localschool 
 and the 

school 

A wide range of was 
supplied extensive including year 

action plans, reports, of 
budget teacherprofiles 

and development programmes, and analyses of 
pupils' backgrounds. Open-ended were 
conducted vice principal, heads of 
departments, subject staff, members of 

counsellorsand pupils. 
Various school were attended byoneor more of 
the research for assemblies,committee 
meetings,a staff a 
 session,a 

group speechday,Teachers' Day 
celebrations and Teachers' Dinner.A dosed-end pupil 

was administered, and one of 
a of overone 

school clay each, accompanying lessons 
and breaks and them end of the 
school day. During classroom observations 
were made, using a simple observation schedule to 
gather basic as well as 

whichfocusedon teacher 

Atthe of writing, researchreportshavebeen 
and arebeing by theschool principals 

concerned,following which will be 
a book, by 
 Peter 

of the of London ofEducation. 
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his is an international research project studying This cross-nationalresearch project to clarify 
values education in Rim The extent of similarities and in the goals and 

participatingintheprojecttodate include methods of values education and for evaluating 
Japan, South Korea, the People's Republic of relative strengths and weaknesses of these different 

Thailand, Indonesia, Russia, the approaches.The projectis tobe over 
United States of Mexico and a period of four years. Some of policy issues be 
project is by of the addressed What bethe 
State University ofNewYork at Buffalo, a national setofvaluesand encouragement 
of the University of California at and of multiculturalism? At what age should values 
Steiner-Khamsi of Teachers College, Columbia education and what should be the differencein 

contentand fordifferentagepups? 
studyis projected extendover a of four years. 

Language Use and Social Support Networks: A 1) What the key domains of interaction for 
Comparative Study of the Chinese, Malay and 

SpeakingChildreninthe home,school, sports clubs, and 
and School Contextsin Singapore relations 

to 
use of and multilingual children in 2) What kinds of language support do these key 

by the"socialsupportnetwork" domains of provide to childrenand 

supportis as a their families? This will include both general 
availablefromone's familyfriends, colleagues on choice who 

and acquaintances the network) that speaks what language whom and when) and 

deal everydayproblemsor seriouscrisis. on language use for specific purposes 

A central of the social network model for stories, 

language use is that various networks contracted tomusic, 

social interactionappear to provide 
yet varied, support for either or changing 3) roles do family, and school play 
one's use.The social networkconceptis, thus, in the languagedevelopmentof 

meal mechanisms whichmay 
language maintenance and change in multilingual 4)  Whatare the and the 

the family,communityand school playin 
developmentin communitiesand 

Despite numerous smallscale studies, littleis subgroups within 

about the of support 
children receive language learning. especially Project team: (Principal 

during the transition This Investigator), Audrey Linda Dr Eunice 
aims investigate a principledwaythe of Diana Xu Agnes 

networksin developmentand of Mr 
and 
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An 
Mathematical Problem Solving 

Dr Kaur 
School of Science, NIE 

This exploratory study investigated the pmblem-
strategies usedby studentsfrom 

Year levels 5, 6, 7 and 8 to solve non-routine 
problemsand a possible 

or between a problem solver's ability 
carry out particular mathematical calculations and 
operations and theabilityto solve employing 
the same mathematics content knowledge. It also 
investigated d experienced by unsuccessful 
problem solvers when solving non-routine problems, 
given that they possessed the necessary mathematical 
knowledge and to solve particular problems, and 

characteristic andstrategiesexhibitedby 
noviceproblem solvers. 

A total of 626 subjects from Singapore schools 
participated inPhase I of study with 156 fromYear 
5,157 fromYear6,157fromYear7 and 156 Year 8. 
Of the were selected to in Phase of 
the study 16 from each of Years 5,6 and 8 and 15 
from Year For year levels the sample was 
representative of the general student in 
Singaporeschools.Thesestudentshadnotbeenexposed 
to any explicit problem-solving 
instructional in school. 

Thedesign involvedthedevelopment and useof paper 
and pencilinstruments collect data a of 
626 subjects during Phase I and a sub-sample of 63 
subjects Phase 
of 
 study.Interviews were 
carried out with 139 of the subjects during Phase I. 

Phase the individual reflections of the 63 
on their problem-solving processes were 

The results of the study show that appears be 
"gap"or betweena problemsolver's ability 
to carry out particular calculations and 
operationsand theabilityto solveproblemsemploying 
the same mathematics contentknowledge. It was also 
found that this time interval appears to vary both for 

problem and the problem being 
solved.Itwasfound that the experiencedby 

solvers who were from a 

correct solution, even though they possessed the 
mathematical knowledgeand skills, were: 

of of the problemposed,lackofstrategy 
and theinability to translate problem 

a 

strategieswere 
foundto be usedbymostnovicemathematical problem 
solvers at Years 5, 6, 7 8 to solve non-routine 
mathematical tasks. The range of problem-solving 
strategies used by novice solvers were found 
to expand with increasing age and mathematical 
maturity. Good novice problem solvers were found 
differfrompoornoviceproblem in selection 
and 
 of 
 attemptingto solveproblems. 

Themajorityof goodnovice solvers inYears 
6,7 and 8 were able use the strategies "draw a 

"make a table" 
and "makea list" but those in Year5 wereonly able to 
use the strategies "draw a diagram/ picture", 
backwards"and"makea of good 

novice problem solvers all of the four year 
were unable to problems in more than one way. 
Good novice problem solvers were to rely on 
individual problem-solvingframeworks to guide them 
when non-routinemathematical problems.The 
frameworks of the Year 8 problem solvers were found 

be significantly more sophisticated when compared 
to thoseof Year5,6 and 7 problem 

. 
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ABSTRACTS OF RESEARCH ARTICLES OF 
NIE STAFF PUBLISHED IN 

DETERMINANTSOF TEACHER PROFESSIONALISM 

A/P Toh Kok Aun 
Dr Diong Cheong Hoong 

Dr Boo Hong 
School of Science, NIE 

Chia Soo Keng 

Upper 
 Technical Secondary School 

professionalismi sanimportant 

in the pursuitof educationalexcellence. 
 study 
examines how the factors: academic 

qualifications,professional training,teachingexperience 
and professional development, affect teacher 

A total of338 teachersfrom 
11 schools in Singapore participated in the study. 
Interestingly, academic tions and teaching 
experience of the subjects were not interrelated with 
teacher whilethe professional 

was an contributory factor to 
teacher professionalism. Additionally, subjects with 
higher professional training had a significantly higher 

, 

of teacher professionalism implicationsof 
these findingsto the professionaldevelopment 
of teachers and their paths are important for 
decisionmakers. 

APPROACH TO THE EVALUATION OF THE 
PHILOSOPHY FUR CHILDREN PROGRAMME 

Dr Lim Keng 
of Education, NIE 

adopts a a process approach, where 
the teacher acts as the facilitator guide students to 

their critical thinking skills by having them 
as theydiscussphilosophicalissues 

and concepts of importance to Students are 
encouraged to discuss, listen, clarify and justify 
thinking. Both formativeand evaluationare 
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE CONCEPT 
OF FAR THE OF 
PROBABILISTIC UNDERSTANDING 

University of Tasmania 
Jane M Watson, University of Tasmania 
Kevin F Collis, University of 

Lionel School of Science,NIE 

This reportcombines results of two small studies 
of probability based on the concept of fair. The 
outcomes of the first study led to additional 

opportunitiesin thesecond and finally to a hypothesis 
of conceptual development. In both studies students 

grades 3 to 9 were interviewed using a 
designed to assess understanding of fair in relation to 
dice. Thetheoretical frameworkused to student 
responses was the SOLO Model with 
Functioning developed by and 


THE AND 
EDUCATION IN SINGAPORE 

S. 

School of Education, NIE 


This paper explores conceptof and 

educational policy making in the context of a 
recently developed 'strong state', Singapore. It 

suggests both the need to clarify the concept of 
globalisation from such concepts as dependency and 
centre periphery and avoid deterministic 
accountsof the influenceof global trends on education 
policy making. An analysis is provided of 

in 
 between 1979 and 1991 located 
respond to 

and s 

I 
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Often Is Often? 

Dr Kay School of Education 

"When I use a ..it I if to mean, neither more less." 
C.Carroll 

these are 
some frequency or categories we 
use in survey and research.But (a big 

one!),have they thesame todifferentpeople? 
not, howdifferentare theselabels to different 

Becauseconclusions derived from and decisionsare 
madeon thebasisof suchlabels,anchorsneedbe found 
for interpretation. 

A group of postgraduate students of newly 
introduced Psychology) and 

requested to first 
they 
anwenthashappened 

oris 
 happen. As"an is the 
are taken as con--free. 

Mean 
 assigned by the respondents(Table1) 
indicatethat frequency labels atabout 
20% between and and between 

and Beyond these, Sometimes-

andOften-Always to 

Another interesting observation is that variability (as 
indicated by thestandarddeviations)is greaternear the 
centre of the scale and smaller away from it. This 
suggests that greater confidence can be placed on 

given end points to the 

Table L Means and for 
free Responses 

Event Never Sometimes Always 

Mean 0.0 20.7 43.8 73.1 
 97.8 
9 11 
 10.7 
 4.9 


Are anchors in different contexts?To 
answer this question, the respondents were requested 

{Table2) happens students.They then 
further the question: you 

to 

the secondary 

me you to? Responses 
questionare deemed context-bound. 

As the responses show contexts do have an 
on the anchoring of frequencies. For 

teenage of 12(just 
above but one of (reaching 

At the time, isassignedapercentage 
of 8.5% for teenage pregnancy but 17.1% for foul 
language. Likewise, denotes 70.8% for Teenage 

and 86.2%for language.In other words, 
for a less event, a frequency label denotes 
frequency in comparison to a morecommon 

It is also interesting that when contexts are given, the 
scalesnot only shrink (in the assigned 
to Always decrease) but downward lower 
percentages. is obvious when context-free and 
context-boundresponsesare in of the 

for events: (0.0 vs 
Seldom 
 vs. 
 (73.1 
vs. 
 and Always(97.8 vs.84.9). 

frequency tables (in 
of assigned percentagesassigned)are by the 
given (in of the perceived likelihood of 
occurrence).The positive correlation coefficients 
between occurrence ratings and the assigned 
percentages indicate that the higher the perceived 

of acontextualevent the the assigned 
otherwords,forahigh-occurrenceevent, 

it takes a larger percentage to 'qualify' for a higher 
response 
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2. Mean for Context-boundResponses 

* 

Weuse frequencylabelsinourownresearchinstruments 
and read other reports using labels. Weneed 
to for the lack of an scale in such 
measure and avoid them too literally. Due 

considerationneeds to begiven to the contextinwhich 
the responses were elicited, with reference to the 

of occurrence of the event studied 
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The staff of NIE extends their congratulations to the following 
candidates who were their 1996: 

Name of candidate Supervisor Research title 

BteA. Dr Esther Tan Career maturity and career guidance guidance needs of 
Malay secondary school pupils. 

May Ling A studyof the preferred teachingstyles and 
relationshipwith selected of teachers of the 

inSingapore. 

Thana L 

PamelaEng Melinda Astudy of some characteristics ofpre-school 
environmentand teachereffectivenessin selected 
centres inSingapore. 

Chan Ying Man Cognitive style and its relationship Chemistry 
achievementin JuniorCollegestudents. 

Elaine DrPeter Lam A study of factors affecting under-
inan independentschool. 

Guat Lui Correlates of self conceptof Primary4and Primary 6 Malay 
pupils inSingapore. 

Yin Goh Ngoh Effectsof differentinstructionalmethodsonthe acquisition 
of Chemistry conceptsof Secondary 3 students. 

Yuen Lai Ho Strategies and of children in solvingfractional 
problems. 

Cheng Mr Wing A study of transformationalleadership 
ofschool principals in Singapore. 

Siew Cheng A/P JohnHoward An electric to mixed instrumentalensemblein 
Singapore primary schools. 

Lim Factors related to career indecisionin a sample of J.C.Peter 
students. 
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The Asia Pacific of Education(APJE), which 
is now in its second year of publication, 
from the former Education 

journal is edited by an editorial board based at the 
National Institute of Education with the professional 
advice of an independentinternationaladvisory 
Theeditors' 
aimis topublishaninternationally-valuedjournal from 
Singapore which become a standard reference for 
educational research and developments in the Asia 
Pacific 
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-contributors considering writing for APJE. You are 

tocontributeto future issues. empiricaland 
theoretical articles are considered. We also welcome 
articles focusing on specific issuesand in 
the Asia Pacific Articles which or re-
analyse a number of research findings on topics in 
education are also considered. Contributors to APJE 
should submittheir manuscripts,inQUADRUPLICATE, 
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Executive Editor, APJE 
National Institute of Education 

469 Road 
Singapore 259756 

Each manuscript, clearly printed on standard A4 size 
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